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When Autism Becomes the New Awesome is a reserve to uplift and empower parents of autistic children.
Tania also shares with the reader her psychological journey from medical diagnosis to present day, and
teaching parents the importance of finding accurate peace and pleasure. The author, a mother of an autistic
son, explains her unconventional strategies that considerably impacted the advancement of her incredible
son who overwhelmingly exceeded the expectations of autism professionals.
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 Words of wisdom, assistance, resources, and suggestions that you can begin researching and applying
immediately... This book really tugged at my Heart Strings. This book is a heart felt, true life story of a
mother's struggles, disappointments, frustrations, accomplishments ,and joys of raising an autistic child. I
cried with her through the hard times and shed tears of joy as I browse the triumphs. It is rather inspirational.
In reality, I would recommend this book to every parent. This should become mainstay for all families to
better understand resources, methods & That took lots of work! Genuine experience shared A very straight
forward presentation of factors involved in raising a child with a medical diagnosis of severe autism.but
most of the things you went threw i have with him and I have such great expect him he is able to talk now
doing great in college something's like friends not so . You are all a true inspiration and blessing. Tania, I
many thanks for your openness and candor. Methods were found and utilized that helped the child get
through the essential blockages associated with autism so that he began to function more normally. It's been
an motivation following Cade's development to a skilled, independent son. It took work with the kid and
internal function and realizations on the part of the mother, particularly. That is a beautiful testament from a
mother to the gift of the journey of experiencing healing with her boy, and the healing she received in return.
needs of both kids & I enjoyed the insights within the last two chapters the most interesting. What Tania
uncovered about the most important type in parenting her child are a good idea to every mother or father, not
just people that have autistic children. Deeply moving & hopeful Deeply moving story reflected with honest,
forthright, excellent advice for families with autistic children. We all have struggles raising our kids and the
techniques that Tania and Cade's wonderful family members has so masterfully used in raising Cade can be
a learning tool for all of us. One family’s trip from devastation to triumph I came across this book to be
honest, interesting, and truly educational about what a trip with Autism is about. parents alike. I cried more
often than once & plan to recommend to others! Invaluable Insights The author shares her story of the
challenges in parenting a kid with autism, coming to terms with her son's diagnosis and hope on the other
side of surrender. She provides invaluable insights which are unlikely found in additional books on the
subject, and can be applied to parenting any child. I found the book extremely inspiring, with important
lifestyle lessons.! Just as much as it was Heart Breaking, it is Heart Warming.but he's doing g better . Eyes
OPENING READING, MUST Browse FOR ALL WHO'VE CHILDREN WITH OR EVEN TO BE
AROUND. A MUST READ! POWERFUL READING SEEN A LOT OF FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN
WITH AUTISM.! I possibly could not put this publication down. It's a natural and real insight in to the
existence of a mother or father raising a kid with autism. Tania will not hold back as she shares her truth
about the countless challenges confronted by parents and kids diagnosed with autism providing anyone who
reads it a much better understanding and far respect for households living this trip. I cried alongside Tania at
times as she shared some very personal and difficult moments and I also sensed the unconditional love of the
family as they under no circumstances gave up on their beautiful son leading to the fantastic strides he's
produced. Energy Practitioner, & Should you have a kid in your family with autism usually do not hesitate
to read this book for insights and strategies which will help but even if you do not have a child in your
family with autism read this book to better understand these beautiful children and their own families and to
fully understand how LOVE and positive energy might have such a large effect on whatever challenges you
might be facing. Energy may be the medicine As a power Medicine & The LOVE and dedication of the
family shines thru this reserve and I cannot say more than enough how everyone must read this book not
merely to learn what works and what doesn't in helping their child to reach their highest potential but to also
know how LOVE and our energy perform a key role inside our lives. Functional Nutritionist professionally,
and the Founder of e3 Energy Evolved, I could attest to the power of energy individually and professionally
witnessing how deeply it heals the spirit and the physical body. I believe this would be considered a useful
read for anybody working with an autistic kid. A story of expect all parents strolling the journey of loving
and assisting an autistic kid. You will discover many Golden Nuggets within these pages. Thank you we



have been not alone Thank you for your amazing book it had been like my entire life with my grandson
who's doing great today . I applaud you as a mother and applaud your supportive spouse, James and girl
Neve. NOW I DO. Making Autism an incredible Experience The truth and raw emotions were tremendous. I
therefore valued the struggle and journey this family experienced, learning how to deal with autism,
producing the adjustments had a need to help Cade and his mother grow. Inspirational reading We admire
your courage and power. I would suggest this publication to every mother or father of a particular needs kid
as a source of convenience and wisdom. We value your honesty and willingness to talk about your
incredible trip. Quynh and Al Piccioni A Must Read! Amazing Visceral Humorous Curing & Full of Golden
Nuggets As a Mom of four with kids who each had lifestyle threatening illness, disease, traumas and
particular needs, my cardiovascular was feeling Tania and her family’s heart so deeply and personally
within their journey with their precious boy Cade. Many times, throughout reading this reserve, I received
soul chills! This writer is gifted in such a way where she shares from her core, so deeply, so profound, so
raw, so courageously and with a humor that heals the wounds, that she can reach the heart and mind of a
reader therefore wondrously! There were occasions where I felt that her and I were One. I noticed and felt
myself in her. And for an writer to connect with you on an even this deeply in 180 pages is a lot more than
Phenomenal, it is Divinely Brilliant! not just for parents of unique needs kids. NEVER KNEW WHAT
THEY WENT THROUGH. I could almost hear her voice tale informing me through the energy of her
terms. This reserve will reel you in a great way where you won't want to put it down before end. A very
worthy read.A Must Read for All Parents .
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